
 POP on over to this CORNER of the festival to solve this clue

 This company will help you get cleaner H20

 While not the official host, this fundamental business has been aROUND a while.

 You wouldn’t be able to solve this riddle without skills provided by this sponsor.

 This happy restaurant is from one of the seven seas

 Don’t burn out figuring what Buddy Holly song this sponsor is named after

 They’re not a tennis ace but they can return your items back to the way they were before.

 Music isn’t fabricated here, but they do have custom apparel

 Sometimes they are yellow, but aren’t a submarine, and they have a driver but they’re not golfers.
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Find the letters on hidden bagels along the Festival route using the clues below to 
guide you. Write each letter next to the clues and decipher the word. Return your 
card to the SCVA booth and receive a gift if you are right!
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